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Combined products or
product combinations?
Device combinations

When it comes to developing multifunctional tools, the Swiss are known to be world leaders. The
perfect example of this is the renowned Swiss Army knife. Pneumatex is proud to continue this
tradition of multifunctionality in the field of water management. We are the only manufacturer in the
world to be able to offer a wide range of top-quality combined products which meet every customer
need with their variety of functions – whether in fixed charge, compressor or pump controlled
pressurisation. These multifunction devices have an unbeatable price-performance ratio and their
reliability and long lifecycle follow the tradition of legendary Swiss Pneumatex quality.
However, engineers like to use a specific “tool” for each task – even in the fields of pressure
maintenance, degassing and water make-up. By using separate products perfectly attuned to
each other, performance can sometimes be optimised still further and users benefit from the
highest degree of user-friendliness and transparency. Compromises sometimes arise here in
combined products.  Extract Oxystop | Technical Guide Pressure | Technical Guide Air

Compresso C
Pressure maintenance combined
with Vento VP degassing with
integrated water make-up (P)

The mentality “saving money is always good” fools many people into making do with cheap products.
However, in water management, the smartest and overall cheapest solution can only be found by
calculating the Total Cost of Ownership. To do so, it’s necessary to consider all the factors and the
relationships between them.  Brochure Charta Principles of Dynamic Water Management
Should you opt for an inexpensive combination device or a high-performance individual solution or
using a combination of separate products? At Pneumatex, you can find a customised equipment
design for every case.

Transfero T
Pressure maintenance combined with
Vento V degassing device and Pleno P
water make-up fitting

Combination devices

A world first: CPV
Until now, combined products were always designed as pump controlled
pressurisation with additional functions.  Extract Oxystop
Now Pneumatex becomes the world’s first manufacturer to be able to
offer tried-and-tested compressor pressure maintenance with integrated
degassing and water make-up. Planners or installers no longer need to
tolerate any compromises. This adds value to the entire system and also
benefits the end customers.

Transfero TPV
Combined product for
pressure maintenance (T) with
integrated degassing (V) and
water make-up (P)

pneumatex.com

Compresso CPV
Combined product with
integrated degassing (V) and
water make-up (P)

P

Static, dynamic,
fully automated…
Device and fitting combinations

“De gustibus non est disputandum” – There’s no accounting for taste. What the Romans wisely
noted 2000 years ago when they invented central heating and water supply systems is precisely what
we at Pneumatex continue to respect today. This is why we offer our customers the right products
for every use philosophy. However, pressure maintenance, water make-up and air and sludge separation are complex topics which merit considerably more discussion within the industry.  Technical
Guide Pressure | Technical Guide Air

Statico SD
Pressure maintenance combined with
Zeparo separators

After discussion there must be action: Our extremely well-trained technical advisors help you develop an individual solution that leaves no safety questions unanswered. In case you prefer to tackle the topic
independently, the necessary information is available on our website. Here you can find everything from
general product information to technical articles, circuit diagrams and assembly plans. A special
highlight is our online planning software SelectP! – a unique tool.
Our brochures and manuals also supply you with all the basics and facts to enable you to develop
optimal designs: From simple but smart solutions without auxiliary power to fully automated systems
with interfaces to building control systems.

Statico SU
Pressure maintenance combined with
Zeparo ZIO air separator, Could also be
combined with Vento V or VP.

Separators or pressure step degasser?

Pressurisation system selection
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What ever you chose,
you always make the right choice with Pneumatex!

WXUTINEN010702
Extract oxystop

| swiss made | Pneumatex – Dynamic Watermanagement
Innovative system technologies from a single source:
the Statico, Compresso or Transfero, in combination with
the Pleno water make-up and Vento deaeration systems,
allow fully automated operation, with connection to a
central control system.
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CH-4414 Füllinsdorf
Tel.+41 61 906 26 26
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info@pneumatex.com
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